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Using My Animated Aircraft in Trainz 

Vulcan  2019 

 

 
 

Introduction: 

 

I have been making animated aircraft for Trainz for some time, learning new things 

as the models improve. Yes I know Trainz is a railroad simulator, but flying 

aircraft adds to the variety and interest in using the simulator. Older models are 

still useable in the latest versions of Trainz, the newer models have additional 

functions and may be a better quality.  

 

I build models for Trainz Build 3.5, this allows them to be used in versions TS12 

and above, more users can get them, and they can be uploaded to the Trainz 

Download Station. All my models can be found there. 

 

Aircraft models are controlled by a script, there are three keyboard keys that can be 

used for animations, B, H and V. Some animations are automatic, others are 

controlled by a track trigger which is set to a number and interacts with the aircraft. 

More recent aircraft models have more animations and engine startup functions. 

 

This tutorial will explain how to use the animated aircraft models so you can 

understand and get the best from them. Included at the end of the tutorial is a list of 

kuids for the various assets mentioned in the text. 

 

Invisible Track: 

 

The aircraft use invisible track placed in Surveyor, I have a number of thin line 

coloured invisible tracks available, look for titles such as “Track Red Invisible in 
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Driver”. It should be placed to form the track pattern and then raised to suit the 

flight path required. Make the track and junctions smooth, any sharp deviations 

will be very noticeable when the aircraft travels at speed. 

 

For the junctions the default junction lever shows a lever, there is an invisible 

junction lever that I use, it shows the red and green arrows but no mesh for an 

operating lever, <kuid2:400089:100008:2> Invisible Lever rus. Delete the default 

junction levers and replace them with this one. 

 

Note that when making routes for the aircraft using the invisible track, you should 

set the derail value to “None” otherwise the aircraft will derail at high speed. In 

Surveyor TS19 select Edit Session … QuickDrive Rule to get this screen:  

 

 
 

Click on the None button to set it on and then the tick at the bottom of the screen to 

save the changes. 

 

Runways and Modules: 

 

I have a number of runways that may be used, these have attached track set at the 

correct level and include takeoff and landing gradients. Attach your invisible track 

to the end attachment points. 

 

For example, the Airport Runway Bitumen Surface model has two entrance tracks, 

one exit track, a take off track, a landing track and a go around track for touch and 

go landings. You can see the different coloured track used that only shows in 

Surveyor, in the picture below. 
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There is also a runway with Concrete surface, these models are about 1000 metres 

long. This is a suitable length, a prototypical length of 5000 metres is too long. If 

you wish to make a runway of a different configuration, there are a number of 

runway modules that may be joined together to make entrance and exit paths, 

turnouts and crossovers for instance. The runway can be any length you wish, the 

invisible track is laid separately.  

 

Typically the modules will be named Airport Runway Module 5 Touchdown, and 

Airport Runway Module 7 Double Stripe Wide for example. They are made with a 

bitumen runway surface. The example below is some of the modules to be joined 

joined together to make a runway. Each module is a fixed size and will snap to 

another module. 
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Most of the modules do not have attached track, so you can place your own 

configuration and raise it slightly so it is on the surface of the modules. There are 

an approach and a takeoff module that does include track giving a suitable glide 

slope and takeoff gradient. 

 

The picture below shows the green invisible attached track for the glide slope in 

the Airport Runway Module 2 Landing module. Modules will be found in the 

Scenery Objects menu in Surveyor. 

 

 
 

You can construct taxiways to connect to the runways, a number of splines are 

available that match the runway models. Complicated patterns can be constructed, 

you do not have to place invisible track separately for the splines as they are track 

assets. The splines come in different lengths, 5 metres, 10 metres so that you can 

do smooth curves by choosing the appropriate taxiway spline. Look for assets in 

the track menu, Airport Taxiway 5m for instance. 

 

Some assets have attached track, for others you need to lay your own track and 

make junctions as required. Use the question mark on the model to get a popup up 

explanation screen for these models. 

 

This is some of the taxiway modules available: 
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Note that the cross module above has junctions created by the user, if you click 

with the question mark from the Surveyor menu, on a module, a popup screen will 

explain how to use the module and create the necessary track and junctions, 

 

 
 

The modules do not have numbers, the number of a runway is the angle in degrees 

that it is constructed. A set of numbers and common letters is available to be 

placed at the ends of the runways. Additionally, there are runway signs that can be 

used to denote the runway number and other taxiway information. The numbers, 

letters and taxiway signs are scenery objects and can be placed where required: 
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Track Triggers - Placement: 

 

The Aircraft Action Trigger - TS12 & T:ANE version <kuid2:76656:24060:1> is 

the latest trigger for the aircraft. This is placed on the track where required. The 

animations that correspond to the trigger setting number is listed and described in 

the config description. 

 

The trigger is found in the trackside mode menu. Place the trigger on the track, 

initially the settings are OFF. Use the question mark from the menu to click on the 

trigger and bring up the popup screen. Click on the plus or minus boxes to change 

the trigger setting number. 

 

 
 

While most of the trigger setting numbers are consistent for the aircraft, some are 

different. For instance the H key might be used for opening doors on a civilian 

aircraft and be used to fire missiles on a military one, or elevate a helicopter. The 
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trigger can be configured for each type of aircraft by using the track priority 

option, the tick marks below the plus and minus signs.  

 

Normally you would leave the three marks ticked, but you might need to give 

priority 1 to civilian aircraft and priority 2 to military for instance because they use 

the same key or trigger number for different options. The popup box explains the 

operation of the trigger. 

 

Aircraft Startup Models: 

 

I have been able to develop the script functions over time so that the aircraft have a 

number of useful functions. Early aircraft did not have a startup function, that is, 

they had the engines running continuously, not suitable for general use. The B key 

is now used to start the engines and trigger engine startup and running sound. It 

also starts the flashing lights on wingtips and tail and can do other animations. 

 

All recent models with these functions are titled “Startup”. Over time I upgrade 

older model to include the new functions. These aircraft require a special engine 

sound asset, it has a silent idle 1.wav sound. Trainz will play this silent sound 

when the engine is stopped. If you wish to use a sound of your own, copy this file 

from one of my sound assets. 

 

Interiors and External views: 

 

You will understand that an aircraft operating controls are somewhat different from 

a locomotive, no dynamic brake for instance. I have found that having to make a 

separate interior mesh and asset is not worth the effort. Unfortunately that means 

that under cab control you do not have any levers to use for my aircraft. 

 

I have found it more efficient to call up an invisible interior, and then do interior 

details as part of the main aircraft. This makes it easier to fit the interior in 

correctly and lets me choose the level of detail in the cab I want to achieve. For 

example, the military and small aircraft will have a detailed interior, seats, 

instrument panels and night views. Larger passenger aircraft have less detail in the 

interior.  

 

I have provided a number of external fixed views for each model as part of the 

main model. You choose interior view (keyboard 1) and then use the [ and ] keys 

to cycle around a number of views of the aircraft, these can include views inside 

the cabin or cargo hold. 
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Features and Limitations: 

 

Shadows: TS12 version of Trainz required a shadow mesh. This would show on 

the ground. A requirement of the mesh is that it is contained within the main model 

mesh. This is a problem when the aircraft flares because the shadow cannot be 

animated to follow the animation and then shows as a dark stain on the fuselage. 

With helicopters it remains behind when the helicopter is elevated.  

 

Additionally, the mesh had a limitation of less than 500 polys, I provided an 

alternative invisible mesh to satisfy requirements in TS12, called shadow-inv.im - 

Difficult to make the mesh look good with all the curved surfaces on an aircraft. 

 

Tane and TS19 now do not require a separate mesh, it generates one from the main 

model mesh and also for animated propellers, it now looks much better. 

 

Night Lights: Usually I provide night lights, an illuminated instrument panel in the 

cockpit, and landing lights. The landing lights follow the convention of using 

a.light0, a.light1 to show a forward beam. Some aircraft have lights on the wings 

near the fuselage. If these are too far back from the nose of the aircraft they will 

not illuminate, there is a limit to this distance. 

 

Wheels Not Animated: I use invisible bogeys and make the wheels an animated 

mesh. This allows me to retract them correctly for the landing gear. The rotation of 

a bogey wheel is dependant on the traincar speed, and is set by the wheel diameter. 

With the animated mesh I use, while I could make the wheels animated, it is not 

possible to easily make the rotation match the ground speed or stop rotation on 

takeoff. 

 

A.limfront a.limback: These points define the front and rear limits of the model 

normally, they let traincars know where to couple. I generally have the a.limfront 

about 1 metre forward of the landing gear. This allows my pushback tractors and 

push bars to couple with the front landing gear. The a.limback is some distance 

behind the model tail, this allows other planes to fly in linear formation without a 

propeller shredding the tail of the aircraft in front, 

 

Flashing Lights: Correct marker lights are used on the wing tips and tail, and 

sometimes on the fuselage for the helicopters. For startup aircraft they are turned 

on with the engine start. The flashers (coronas) are available in 2 or 3 pulse flashes, 

and different colours. Coronas on a fuselage do show through the fuselage mesh so 

lose realism, a Trainz “feature”. 
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Clearance Under Wheels: Runway surfaces need to be designed to sit a little above 

the ground surface, otherwise the textures will flicker. I make the aircraft sit on the 

runway surface sometimes with a small gap under the wheels, this is better than 

having the wheels buried in the pavement. 
 

Keyboard Keys: 

 

There are only three keyboard keys that can be used to trigger animations and 

actions for the aircraft.  

 

The B key, normally used for the bell function in Trainz has been adopted to start 

the engines on the aircraft.  

 

The H key (horn) has been used to operate doors or for newer helicopters, to lift off 

the invisible track by 10 metres, or for military models, to fire guns or missiles. 

 

The V key (sanding) is generally used to flare the aircraft but can be used to 

operate missile or additional guns on some models. 

 

You do need to provide a horn dependency for the aircraft. If you use the H key to 

open a door, that horn will sound. You could make a suitable door opening sound 

for the horn, but that is better played from the script in the main model. I use a 

silent horn for my aircraft, but sometimes I might have used a “please fasten your 

seatbelts” message as the horn for some older passenger aircraft. 

 

The bell sound (B key) is part of the horn sound asset. I have not used any bell 

sound in my silent horn asset, so therefore there is no problem of an unnecessary 

sound file being played. The B key triggers the engine startup sounds from the 

script and enclosed sound files in the main model. 

 

Automated Aircraft Operations: 

 

While it is fun to control the aircraft manually, there are some operations that are 

automated to take some of the workload from the operator. The string table in the 

config file holds the data for a number of functions that are to be automated, and 

communicated with the script. This means that the user can change the values of 

this data to refine the performance. Below is a description of some of the 

automated functions. 
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a. Banking: The script makes the aircraft bank, the angle depending on the 

track curvature. While taxiing around curves we do not want it to bank so 

there is a set speed in kph below which it does not occur – tilt-speed. 

b. Takeoff Speed: This value sets a speed at which the landing gear is retracted 

or lowered, in kph – takeoff-speed. 

c. Flap Retraction: Again, it is easiest if this is made automated, I generally set 

it around the take off speed value – flap-retraction. 

d. Landing Speed: A trigger setting will reduce the speed of an aircraft to a 

lower value for landing approach.  It should be set low enough to have the 

landing gear come down. The value used is not in kph, it is a fraction of the 

full speed set by the engine config, typically 0.4 is used for instance. I have 

found this to be a bit inaccurate, and if you approach at too high a speed the 

aircraft will not have reduced speed sufficiently to lower the landing gear 

before landing (set it to your liking) - landing-speed. 

e. Lift Off Height: This is used for helicopters, I specify a maximum lift off 

height in the animation file to raise the helicopter usually 10 metres above 

the track level, the value can be varied up to the maximum 10 metres, in the 

string table – lift-off-height. 

f. Tail Lift Speed: Used for “tail draggers”, those aircraft that have a tail wheel 

sitting on the ground. The fuselage needs to be rotated to near horizontal at 

takeoff, this speed specifies when the tail will start to lift off the tarmac – 

tail-lift-speed.  

g. Afterburner-Speed: For military aircraft at high speed, the afterburner cuts in 

at this speed, about 600 kph – afterburner-speed. 

h. Probe Deploy Time: Some aircraft have a refuelling nose probe, this sets the 

time that the probe is operated and then returned to its stowed position – 

probedeploy-time 

 

This is the string table from the General Dynamics F-16 showing the automated 

function values used: 

 

string-table 

{ 

  takeoff-speed                        "220" 

  tilt-speed                               "45" 

  afterburner-speed                  "400" 

  flap-retraction         "260" 

  probedeploy-time                  "40" 

  landing-speed                        "0.4" 

} 
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These values can be varied, remember to read the config file description on options 

and standards, most are in kph some are fractions, or metres. 

 

Trigger Operation: 

 

While the use of keys and automated functions make the aircraft function, the track 

trigger makes the aircraft far more useful, I can make them trigger animations on 

the model and control operations without user intervention. 

 

Some triggers need to be placed in pairs, for instance if you use one to flare the 

aircraft for landing on approach, you need to place another on the runway to have 

the aircraft return to the horizontal after touch down. Others such as the reverse 

thrust setting will automatically reverse the animation without a second trigger 

being used. 

 

The trigger has a range of 20 number settings, not all are used for a particular 

aircraft. Again, read the config file description for information on each trigger 

setting. The first three setting are equivalent to the keyboard keys: 

 

H key, trigger setting 1 

B key, trigger setting 2 

V key, trigger setting 3. 

 

For the F-16 this is the list of settings from the config file: 

 

- horn H key fires the wingtip missiles; 

- start or stop engines - use the B key; 

- flare the aircraft for take off or landing, V key or trigger setting 3; 

- tyre smoke on landing, use trigger setting 4; 

- drag chute deployment for normal landing, use trigger setting 5; 

- activate flares from the rear of the aircraft, use trigger setting 6; 

- trapping on landing (instant stop), use trigger setting number 9 

- set speed to approx 40% of max speed, for landing approach, trigger setting 14. 

 

While I try to keep the trigger setting consistent across all aircraft, I mentioned the 

H key may operate doors on civilian aircraft but fire missile from a military one. 

When testing aircraft I use a runway model and place a sequence of triggers so I 

can test each function. I use the airport numbers alongside the runway to identify 

where the trigger are, and their settings, as the triggers are invisible in Driver.  
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AI Operation: 

 

The aircraft are set up for AI operation, but they are more fun to fly using the keys 

and triggers. I have provided rules to use in AI for the B and H key operations. 

 

To start engines the B key is always used in dcc mode, and Aircraft Engine Start 

Command <kuid2:60238:80004:1> is the AI equivalent. 

 

For helicopters we need the H key to lift off, the Aircraft Helicopter Takeoff 

Command <kuid2:60238:80005:1> is used for this function in AI. 

 

If you make a loop of track for the aircraft, you should place invisible speed signs, 

and perhaps invisible signals. I have a number available, look for Speed Sign 

500kph Invisible <kuid2:60238:230028:3> for instance. The signs are visible only 

in Surveyor. 

 

It is quite difficult to make an engine config file for high speed operation, my 

aircraft are generally set for speeds below 1000 kph, any higher and they are 

impossible to keep up with. 

 

You will find that if the track is a loop, and under AI you direct it to fly to a 

landing zone on the other side of the loop it will slow down unrealistically before it 

gets anywhere near the destination. You need to place a regular trackmark just 
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before the destination and give the aircraft a Drive via Trackmark command under 

AI to maintain speed around the loop. 

 

Seat and Pilot Libraries: 

 

Recently I have introduced a set of library assets to make the aircraft more 

versatile, particularly when you do a reskin.  

 

While most aircraft have a seat designed for that aircraft, and exported as part of 

the main mesh, others can be changed. Some recent aircraft have a common 

attachment point for seats and pilots in the cockpit. Different meshes can be used 

for these, specified in the config file for the aircraft. The entries in the config file 

look like this:  

 

pilot_left 

    { 

      mesh-asset                         <kuid2:60238:60068:1> 

      mesh                                  "pilot_114.im" 

      auto-create                         0 

      att                                      "a.pilot_left" 

      att-parent                           "body" 

   } 

 

The attachment points are called a.pilot_left, a.pilot_right for example, the library 

is the mesh asset  <kuid2:60238:60068:1> and the particular figure to be used from 

the library is the mesh "pilot_114.im". A similar config entry is used for seats 

when that option is available. 

 

When the engines are off there are no pilots in the aircraft, hence the auto-create 0 

tag. On starting the engines the script causes the pilots to appear. 

 

For pilots there are a number of libraries of seated figures for different airlines, 

civilian and military. Look for assets such as Figure Pilots Military Mesh Library 

or Figure Pilots Civilian Mesh Library. There should be included in the library a 

picture showing the figures and the mesh name that can be called up in the aircraft 

config file.  

 

The seat library is used in a similar fashion, using the same attachment point as for 

the pilots. Civilian Pilot Library picture: 
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Operating Different Models: 

 

Civilian and commercial: To operate a civilian model, start the aircraft with the B 

key and wait for the startup sequence and the engine fans or props to speed up. 

Any invisible pilot should now appear. Sometimes for smaller aircraft the pilot 

might test the animated rudder and tail planes. The H key might operate a 

passenger or cargo door. 

 

Use the < and > keys to increase engine speed and take off. When you wish to land 

reduce speed and on approach you can use the V key to flare the aircraft. On 
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landing use the V key again to rotate the aircraft to horizontal, taxi to the terminal 

and use the B key to stop the engines. Of course some of these operations can be 

automated using track triggers, flaring, stopping on the ground, a trigger set to 

number 13 will use reverse thrust on the engines for 10 seconds for larger Boeing 

or Airbus aircraft.  

 

For passenger options see the Products section. 

 

Military: These aircraft operate as for civilian models for startup, a lit exhaust may 

appear or a pilot standing on the tarmac may get into the aircraft on using the B 

key to start. Some aircraft are configured to fire missiles, see the products section 

below for information on how to use and configure the missiles. 

 

Helicopters: The helicopter may have doors, or a winch operated by the V key. 

The H key is used to lift the helicopter above the track. Start the model using the B 

key, wait for the startup sequence to finish and use the H key to lift off. As the 

speed increases the nose will tilt forward. Helicopters carry the usual passenger 

products and sometimes missiles or guns for military models.  

 

Airport models: A number are available as industry objects. 

 

Airport International,  <kuid2:60238:38582:3> or  

Airport Military   <kuid2:60238:38643:2>.  

A special model is the Airport Invisible - Passenger Loading Line 

<kuid2:60238:38635:1>, this shows only a line of people ready to board an aircraft 

on the tarmac, with two yellow lines for the aircraft parking, to be joined to the 

invisible track. 
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Variable Options – Showing Different Attached Parts on the Aircraft: 

 

For some aircraft we can offer some options that will show on the aircraft, these 

have to be set in the config file, and I use the tag “auto-create  0” to initially hide a 

mesh. You can see this in the pilot attachments I mentioned earlier, when you press 

the B key to start, the pilots show in the cockpit. 

 

For the recent Gazelle helicopter I have a separate mesh for a camera mounted on 

the roof, the “auto-create 1” tag will make it show on the model. If you were 

reskinning the helicopter and for some versions you might not want the camera to 

show, use “auto-create 0” to hide it. It is still there, but invisible. 

 

camera 

  { 

    mesh                                "body/camera.im" 

    auto-create                         1 

    att                                     "a.origin" 

    att-parent                          "default" 

  } 

 

You will find a number of these options used on more recent aircraft where you 

can choose to have different meshes show on the main model. Sorry, you cannot 

select this in Surveyor I have not made popup boxes for you to do so. 

 

Products: 

 

Passengers:  

 

These are included for most civilian and commercial aircraft, they can be loaded or 

unloaded at suitable airports. A number of aircraft include attachment points for 

seated figures, generally using the Auran passenger libraries.  

 

Some of these figures are too large to fit in small aircraft, because the figures are 

selected at random from the library when used as products, sometimes a larger 

figure does not appear until later, and then you can see a hat visible above the 

cabin roof, or an elbow out of the side of the aircraft. I have passenger figure 

libraries that can be used instead. See the section on “using products in the config 

file” below.  
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Cargo: 

 

I have found that the Auran general goods products are sometimes too large to 

include in my smaller commercial aircraft. I have created a small cargo product of 

crates that is more suitable. There are palletised products available as well. 

 

There is also a number of aircraft fuselage sections and helicopters configured as 

products that can be loaded into larger aircraft such as the Airbus Beluga. 

 

Missiles: 

 

The military aircraft use missiles as products attached to the aircraft. Some of these 

are animated, they can be fired using the H or V key, see the individual aircraft 

config file for the correct key. 

 

The missiles are designed so they are attached at the top, to attachment points on 

the aircraft hard points. As products, the particular missile can be changed to 

another in Surveyor, missiles suitable for the aircraft should be used. Some of the 

missile are animated so they fire using the V or H key. This is the Sukhoi Su-35. 

 

 
 

The following picture shows the hardpoints used on the Eurofighter Typhoon. You 

can see which missiles are animated. Some aircraft have fixed missile meshes as 

part of the aircraft, newer ones have missile products loaded. 
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Click on the aircraft with the question mark in Surveyor to get this popup box. You 

can now select alternative missile to be loaded to the various hardpoints. Generally 

I have allowed products that are suitable for those aircraft. I suggest you do not 

attach a fuel tank to an animated missile hardpoint or you might run out of fuel! 

 

Specifying Products in The Config File: 

 

Products are specified in the queues container in the aircraft config file. Of course, 

so you can load or unload at an industry airport model, I have had to make industry 

models that are suitable, airports, cargo depots etc. The queues listing can include 

attachment points in the aircraft to show the products. 

  

Note that you can change the data in the queues file in the config, but if you have 

already placed an aircraft, it will not show the changes until you delete and replace 

it again in Surveyor. 

 

For products we specify a queue size and an initial count. Suppose we have the 

following tags in the config file for the Cargo for Aircraft Small Product,  

<kuid2:60238:11012:1>>: 

 

queues 

{ 

  load0 

  { 

    size                                    6 

    initial-count                       3 

    product-kuid                       <kuid2:60238:11012:1>     

    attachment-points 

    { 

      0                                 "a.load0" 

      1                                 "a.load1" 

    }  

  }  

 

We only have two attachment points where we wish to show the product, though 

the size is specified as 6 and the initial count is 3. The rules are that attachment 

points will be populated as 3 divided by 6, that is half of them, only one in this 

case. If you want all the attachment points to show the product when the aircraft is 

initially placed in Surveyor, you need to specify the size and the initial count as the 

same value, otherwise load up at a suitable airport. 
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Airport Support models: 

 

Of course when you make an airport or route you need support items. I have 

mentioned a number of airports available, because the aircraft are a niche market, 

there are not many items, particularly industry models. If I make a product I often 

need to make a depot model to handle the product, particularly when the product is 

containers. 

 

Airport Equipment and Specialised Vehicles: 

 

A number of specialised vehicles are available for use. These are animated and 

drivable. They include baggage loaders, tractors, forklifts and de-icing vehicles.  

 

There are pushback tractors and rams that can be used to move the aircraft, and 

power supplies and compressors that can be moved around using the cargo tractors. 

 

Elevating Baggage Loader: 
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Forklift and Depot: 

 

 
 

Aircraft De-icing vehicle: 
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Container Tractor and Trailers: 

 

 
 

Pushback Tractors and Rams: 

 

 
 

Some Specialised Aircraft: 

 

Some aircraft are designed for specialised tasks, and the Keyboard keys may be 

used for unusual operations. The Erickson sky crane can be used for fire fighting as 

can the Air Tractor AT 802, also used for crop spraying. The Airbus Beluga is for 

carrying very large cargo, the Extra EA300 is able to roll the aircraft.  

 

The V key is sometimes used repeatedly, multiple key presses, for the Erickson, it 

lowers the water uptake tube, then raises it, on going to a fire it then dispenses the 

water. Again, read the config file description to learn the aircraft operations. 
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Erickson Water Bombing:  

 

 
 

Air Tractor AT803 Crop Spraying: 
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Airbus Beluga: 

 

 
 

 Extra EA300 Aerobatic: 

 

 
 

Aircraft Carrier Operations: 

 

Quite some time ago I made an aircraft carrier with operational aircraft for TS12, a 

small demo route and session is on the DLS. This is setup for older aircraft that are 

not startup, so the engines are running. I have tried to import this across into TS19 

but am having some problems with the created junctions being non-operational in 
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Driver, but they can be changed in the mini map (m key), anyway, you might like 

to experiment. The carrier is a scenery object with attached track, the USS Nimitz. 

 

 
 

There are a number of aircraft suitable for carrier operation, these have folding 

wings, reset using track triggers as they move to the catapult, FA-18, E2D 

Hawkeye surveillance aircraft among others. 

 

 
 

If you move the aircraft slowly (8 kph) they will automatically stop on one of the 

catapults. This triggers a number of animations, the launch bubble in the deck 

rises, the blast screen behind the aircraft should rotate, and any folded wings come 

down. The launch bar on the aircraft nose engages with the catapult. 
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The animated figures on the deck will then launch the aircraft. The aircraft will be 

accelerated to a fixed speed on take off and should show afterburners for the FA-

18 model, with cat smoke. 

 

 
 

On flying around a loop, we use the trigger to stop the aircraft on the deck, if you 

come in too fast and overshoot the landing another triggers initiates an acceleration 

for a go around and another approach.  

 

Pushback tractors are used on the deck. 
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There is a number of tracks attached to the carrier on the deck and for take off and 

landing. This model cannot have junctions within the asset when initially placed 

and you need to add invisible track to the attachment points, and make junctions, in 

order to have taxiway paths on the deck. There is some track below deck for 

storage, and a lift (transfer table) on the side of the carrier to elevate aircraft to 

deck level.  

 

If you wish to place the carrier in your own route, do it near land, or raise the 

seabed temporarily nearby at level zero. Attach your track to the track on the 

carrier, and make junctions on land, set the height and drag them over the carrier 

deck. It can be a bit difficult to move them once done, as the junction node is on 

the seabed and hidden by the carrier. You will also need to place triggers to 

manage wing folding, or trapping of aircraft. 

 

The Osprey used in the session is an older pre startup model. It does not use the H 

key to lift off above the track but relies on a lift table. I will eventually update 

these models and possibly the carrier.  

 

An elevator (lift table) is used on the carrier to bring aircraft from below deck, in 

the popup box (see below) you can tick on a check box to hide or display the 

elevator: 
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I mentioned that modern helicopters now use the H key to lift off. There are lift 

table models available for older helicopter non startup models, but I have had 

issues with the moving track not aligning with the fixed track on the model in some 

versions of Trainz so now do not use lift table. They do however have a use for 

rotating the helicopter on the spot and lifting up in the air to align with track at a 

different elevation. The lift table used on the carrier is the Helicopter Lift Table 5 

invisible, <kuid2:60238:60042:1>. 

  

I have made some older aircraft for carrier operation (Grumman Hellcat, Wildcat,  

Douglas Devastator) and an Aircraft Carrier USS CVN 5 Yorktown, but have not 

released them until I get the issues sorted with the junctions. The Yorktown: 

 

 
 

For information on how to set up and use the Nimitz carrier, use the question mark  

in Surveyor to click on the carrier for the help screen to pop up.  
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The purple track and junctions in the diagram are user placed, other coloured 

tracks are part of the carrier model. 

 

 
 

Reskins: 

 

I have given general permission that you may reskin the aircraft models, I would 

like them to be available on the DLS so others can use them, and not confined to 

private websites. If you give an acknowledgement such as “reskin with permission 

of Vulcan” and leave my licence in the config, that will limit the number of emails 

I sometimes get asking “did you know that so and so has uploaded one of your 

models, did he have permission?” 
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My licence file specifies that you do not rework my aircraft and sell your work. A 

long time ago one creator was asking my help on the scripts then selling the 

product, since I do not make money from my models I do not see why others 

should do so and then limit access to other users. For a while I encrypted the 

scripts but have not done that for recent models, we need to have access to work by 

others to help us learn and do better models. 

 

Reskinning by others allows me to make new aircraft without spending a time 

reskining older ones for particular requests, Papou and Rob725 do excellent 

reskins and assist in testing the models, a thank you to them. Rob has a good 

tutorial on reskinning on my website: 

 
http://ianztrainz.com/drivable-aircraft-re-skin-tutorial-by-rob725/ 

 

Summary: 

 

In this tutorial I mention the importance of reading the config file description, in 

TS19 you can also double click the asset in the Content Manager to pop up the 

description. Scroll down to read all the information. 

 

I hope you can get some understanding and benefit from the aircraft by using this 

tutorial, if you think something is incorrect or you have suggestions for other 

topics that should be added please contact me. You can use the private messaging 

on the Trainz forum or I have a contact box on my website. I regularly read the 

posts in the forum thread linked below. 

 
http://ianztrainz.com/ 

 

Finally, we have a special thread for aircraft on the Trainz forum, this has many 

pictures of the models and reskins, useful information and ideas, please have a 

look.  

 
https://forums.auran.com/trainz/showthread.php?50753 
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Kuids for Assets in this Tutorial: 

 

This is not a complete list of my models, but a selection of those mentioned in this 

tutorial that may lead you to other useful models. 

 

Track Blue Invisible in Driver     <kuid2:60238:37037:3> 

Invisible lever rus       <kuid2:400089:100008:2> 

Airport Runway Bitumen Surface     <kuid2:60238:38581:2> 

Airport Runway Module 5 Touchdown   <kuid2:60238:38688:1> 

Airport Runway Module 7 Double Stripe Wide  <kuid2:60238:38689:1> 

Airport Runway Letter C     <kuid2:60238:38715:1>  

Airport Runway Number 1     <kuid2:60238:38704:1> 

 

Airport Military       <kuid2:60238:38643:2> 

Airport International      <kuid2:60238:38582:3> or  

Airport Invisible - Passenger Loading Line   <kuid2:60238:38635:1>,   

Airport Taxiway 5m     <kuid2:60238:37057:1>  

 

Airport Pushback Tractor Ram     <kuid2:60238:8024:2>  

Palletized Cargo Depot      <kuid2:60238:38811:1>  

Toyota FD 25 Fork Lift      <kuid2:60238:8039:1>  

Volvo FE Deicing Vehicle Blue    <kuid2:60238:8038:2>  

Airport Baggage Conveyor Unloader Blue   <kuid2:60238:8034:1> 

Airport Cargo Trailer 4      <kuid2:60238:9929:1> 

Airport Pushback Tractor MA50   <kuid2:60238:8043:1> 

Aircraft Ground Power Unit 1    <kuid2:60238:38761:1> 

 

Missile Sidewinder Product     <kuid2:60238:70018:2> 

Air Cargo Containers LD3-45 Product Group  <kuid2:60238:70065:2> 

Aircraft Blackhawk Fuselage Product    <kuid2:60238:11014:1>  

Aircraft Fuselage B737 Product    <kuid2:60238:70013:3>  

Palletized Frozen Food Product    <kuid2:60238:11007:1> 

Palletized Cargo Product     <kuid2:60238:11006:1> 

Cargo for Aircraft Small Product   <kuid2:60238:11012:1> 
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Figure Pilots Military Mesh Library    <kuid2:60238:60068:1> 

Pilots Seats Civilian Mesh Library    <kuid2:60238:60062:1>  

Pilots Seats Civilian Mesh Library    <kuid2:60238:60062:1>  

 

Eurofighter Typhoon startup 2     <kuid2:60238:9723:2> 

Sukhoi Su-35S Flanker Startup     <kuid2:60238:9815:1> General 

Dynamics F-16D Fighting Falcon   <kuid2:60238:9790:1> 

Erickson S-64E Skycrane Helicopter Water Bombing Startup 

<kuid2:60238:8081:1>  

Air Tractor AT802A Crop Duster Startup   <kuid2:60238:9773:2>  

Airbus A300-600ST Beluga startup    <kuid2:60238:8058:1>   

Extra Single Seat Flugzeugbau EA-300L Aerobatic Startup <kuid2:60238:8069:1>  

 

Aircraft Engine Start Command    <kuid2:60238:80004:1>  

Aircraft Helicopter Takeoff Command   <kuid2:60238:80005:1>  

Speed Sign 500kph Invisible     <kuid2:60238:230028:3> 

 

Aircraft Flasher Green Mesh    <kuid2:60238:1000023:2> 

  

Carrier Operations  <kuid:60238:1084> and <kuid:60238:1085>  

Aircraft Carrier USS CVN 68 Nimitz   <kuid2:60238:38623:1> 

FA-18 Super Hornet VFA-115     <kuid2:60238:9599:1> 

E2D Hawkeye Early Warning Aircraft  <kuid2:60238:9617:1>   

Osprey V22 Marines 5842    <kuid2:60238:9569:2> 

Aircraft Carrier Pushback Tractor 6   <kuid2:60238:9619:2> 

Helicopter Lift Table 5 invisible   <kuid2:60238:60042:1>. 
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